
“The Greatest Expedition 
you will ever undertake is 
the journey to self-under-
standing. I challenge you 
to such an adventure.  
 
Daniel Comp

SCOTOMAVILLE
LEAVING
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prelude
WIDWID Fiat 500? 
 
I bicycled across America three times to discover why 
I do what I do (widwid). I did not expect to discover 
that we’re 100% wrong 50% of the time. We don’t 
solve challenges from a clean slate - we start with pre-
sumptions made from previous false conclusions! 
 
We are much like a Fiat 500. We head optimistical-
ly into fall with our skylight open and wicker basket 
exposed. Quickly, we are facing mountains of snow 
ill-prepared, lacking horsepower and guidance. We 
are shocked by every upset, and discover that it is not 
just a ‘three-hour tour’ (Gilligans Island). 
 
My transformation is obvious. My wife and business 
partner Angelina has watched me mature, not simply 
age. My awareness, understanding, and discipline 
have a solid 3/4” spine and three pounds of evidence 
across 45 video episodes and 336 full-color pages. 
 
It turns out that my methodology is solid.

the Author/Curator(s) Daniel & Angelina Musik-Comp

https://scotomaville.com
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Daniel Comp - Angelina Musik-Comp
As the Author and Curator of ‘Scotomaville’, 
I believe; “The greatest expedition you’ll ever 
undertake is the journey to self-understanding. 
The reward is not in discovering new lands but 
in seeing with new eyes”. I’m grateful for de-
cades of successful exploration.  
 
I’m a respected husband, father, entrepreneur, 
and US Navy Veteran. I have demonstrated 
decades of commitment to human achieve-
ment by working with solopreneurs and chal-
lenged business owners using core principles 
of perseverance and resourcefulness. 

Angelina is the co-founder of Intelligent Netware (with me). 
She launched MOMtrepreneurs in 1990, became a TV/
Radio show host, and was the first Woman-in-Business 
Champion awarded twice by the Small Business Adminis-
tration. She is the founder of Wellness by Choice and the 
creator of the Enterprising Women’s Project. 

Angelina has overcome numerous setbacks and challeng-
es, including domestic violence, traumatic brain injury, and 
PTSD. She is the wife of a highly functioning Asperger (me) 
and my best friend! We’re a pretty dynamic team that have 
overcome much to help others find a way forward.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vZZUE1aUt2s
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character reviews
“Character cannot be developed in ease and quiet. Only through ex-
perience of trial and suffering can the soul be strengthened, vision 
cleared, ambition inspired, and success achieved.” Helen Keller

Dean has had distinquished mil-
itary and business careers, and 
the Author of Flying Free. 
“Daniel Comp is one of the most 
innovative people I have ever 
known. I’ve watched Daniel over-
come great obstacles and stick 
to a vision of making a difference 
for people. He is personable and 
doesn’t quit until the job is done. I 
highly recommend Daniel and his 
wife, Angelina, as a team.”

Graham is known for his “Gal-
loping Gourmet” television series 
and > 29 books. He’s a charis-
matic facilitator of solutions for 
human indulgence. “Daniel is 
continually creative. He has an 
excellent eye for light, form and 
texture and an ear for under-
standing his client’s needs. Dan-
iel is an unusual blend of Artist, 
Technician, Craftsman and Ser-
vant who can easily become a 
partner in your creative process.”

“As an Astronaut (Apollo 16 
Lunar Module Pilot & 10th man 
on the Moon) I was very famil-
iar with powerful planes and 
rockets. I’ve learned to trust my 
life and business on great tools 
and competent people. Daniel 
and Angelina have put together 
an amazing system for small 
business that is technically ad-
vanced, yet doesn’t take a rock-
et scientist to run it. I highly rec-
ommend their services - I didn’t 
settle for anything less!”

You know well of Sarah’s talent. She designed the 
N-95 mask. She conceived of Halmark’s tied ribbon 
bow, and CorningWare. She was a fabulous mentor. 
“Daniel is a conceptual thinker who has the ability to 
implement his ideas with a spectrum of skills. His work 
represents a unique combination of abilities executed 
with reliability and great ingenuity. I recommend him 
very highly.”

Dean Rush Graham KerrCharlie Duke

Sarah Little-Turnbull
2x Awarded by U.S. Small Business Admin-
istration, TV/Radio Host/Speaker, a fabulous 
business partner, wife and my best friend. 
“I’ve witnessed Daniel’s evolution from a 
wounded, angry man into a mentally and 
emotionally mature gentleman. He leads oth-
er men with competence and confidence from 
his own transformation and experience.”

Angelina Musik

https://v8.intelligentnetware.com/intelligent-netware-reviews
https://deanrush.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham_Kerr
https://charlieduke.com/
https://saralittlefoundation.org/
https://angelinamusik.com/
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Glen Douglas - Fargo, North Dakota

Tim Hamilton - Wichita Veteran Center
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04 expeditions
A Scotomaville ‘Personal Everest’ is a self-designed journey with a purpose. Each expedition is peer and 
author supported. Participants mature by overcoming unplanned challenges, and recognizing abundant 
provision following the observation of William H. Murray  and the advice of Blaise Pascal. 

“but when I said that nothing had been done I erred in one important matter. We had definitely committed ourselves and were halfway 
out of our ruts. We had put down our passage money— booked a sailing to Bombay. This may sound too simple, but is great in conse-
quence. Until one is committed, there is hesitancy, the chance to draw back, always ineffectiveness. Concerning all acts of initiative 
(and creation), there is one elementary truth, the ignorance of which kills countless ideas and splendid plans: that the moment one 
definitely commits oneself, then Providence moves too. All sorts of things occur to help one that would never otherwise have occurred. 
A whole stream of events issues from the decision, raising in one’s favour all manner of unforeseen incidents and meetings and material 
assistance, which no man could have dreamt would have come his way.”

William H. Murray  - The Scottish Himalayan Expedition (1951)

“But at least learn your inability... and ask the remedy for it. Learn of those who have been bound like you... These are people who 
know the way which you would follow, and who are cured of an ill of which you would be cured. Follow the way by which they began...“

Blaise Pascal - Pascals Wager 

The author’s expedition experiences cycling across America three times, and Airstreaming more than 40,000 miles are documented in the 
SCOTOMAVILLE program, proving an unconventional and effective self-help model with a convincing challenge: We can change our life 

experiences by gaming our own handicaps, challenging our shortcomings, and changing our false beliefs by taking on a Personal Everest. 

https://scotomaville.com/expeditions


SCOTOMAVILLE

+ •
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05 program uniqueness

I created the book, video series, and online platform to demonstrate that self-reflection video modeling 
is an effective method of transforming a wounded life into a noble journey. Participants document their 
“journey with a purpose” and experience personal and professional transformation by understanding 
why we do what we do (wwdwwd). By building a corpus for their family and digital avatar, they share 
insights from hard-earned lessons and character changes valued by close relationships and future gen-
erations. Net outcome: awareness, understanding, discipline, and maturity.

QR codes launch videos, episode discus-
sions, and author support from the three 
pound 336 full-color Scotomaville Guidebook.
The fully illustrated book features insights and 
production notes across timelines for partici-
pant learning by mimicking.

The online support platform features partic-
ipant discussions of each episode, peer re-
view of shared expedition clips, creative and 
technical and guidance, and 1-on-1 author 
support to apply insights and gain traction.

I shot and edited 45 expedition videos to 
demonstrate the mental tools in-use while 
overcoming challenges, delays, and setbacks. 
Watching expedition events with transpar-
ent descriptions helps participants mimic 
self-awareness, understanding and discipline.

An expedition is a ‘journey with a purpose’. 
Participants chose the scope, duration and 
outcomes for their Personal Everest. These 
can be solo and self-paced, 3-5 day group 
base camps, and full-length multi-season ef-
forts with author support.

Guidebook

Support Platform

Video Series

Expeditions

Storytelling is a human super-power. Unfortunately, cognitive bias 
prepares us as targets for those that aim to leverage our ignorance.

https://scotomaville.com/prologue
https://scotomaville.com/the-book
https://scotomaville.com/prologue
https://www.youtube.com/scotomaville
https://scotomaville.com/expeditions
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06 program abstract
Most people respond to chaos and stress with coping mechanisms, amygdala 
hijackings, and reactive behavior. For some of us, curiosity dominates. We want to 
know “Why We Do What We Do.” and are committed to exploring the unknown... 
to ‘Know Thyself’. I bicycled across America three times asking this.

background

Using self-reflection video modeling participants experience the IMPARTATION 
process that fosters and scales personal transformation. 

I Do - You Watch, We Do - We Watch, You Do - I Watch

methodology

By climbing a ‘Personal Everest’ participants can test the claims of W.H. Murray 
and the Authors, that Personal Expeditions are filled with “unforeseen incidents and 
meetings and material assistance, which no one could have dreamt would have 
come their way”. And, by reviewing their video journals pioneers can effectively de-
velop clarity, stability, healing, and successes by ‘gaming’ their own biases.

findings

“But at least learn your inability... and ask the remedy for it. Learn of those who 
have been bound like you... These are people who know the way which you would 
follow, and who are cured of an ill of which you would be cured. Follow the way by 
which they began... “ Blaise Pascal - Pascals Wager

conclusion“The real voyage of discovery con-
sists not in seeking new lands but 
seeing with new eyes. “A roughly translated citation from ‘La Prisonnière’, the fifth volume of ‘Remembrance of Things Past’ by Marcel Proust.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dDizGA-Aay8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dDizGA-Aay8
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Starting on the far left, following a period of information from 
videos, the print book, this pitch deck, and exchanges with 
the Author, candidates may decide they are committed to ma-
turing and would appreciate the peer support to change their 
outcomes and self-talk. 
 
The workflow follows a network dynamic similar to biological 
propagation, and discipleship training. The community-build-
ing model of impartation pairs well with self-reflection video 
modeling, as does the rich human corpus of error correction 
needed to train AI to be more humane than humans. 
 
Following in the way the Author began, participants learn to 
observe, document, and reflect on events and behaviors they 
have during a self-defined journey with a purpose. The out-
come of the expedition is a journal of insights on error correc-
tion and transformation. The stories may be featured and syn-
dicated for others to discover and follow.  
 
The corpus becomes a training set for AI, while the recom-
mendations from AI to the participants will help them refine 
their critical thinking and communication skills. 
 
Please schedule a conversation with Daniel for exploration.

workflow
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ONUS PROBANDI: a nameless criticism of our expedition Airstream became evidence for the Self-Care Episode

08 ideal participants
The Scotomaville mens program is especially suited for self-motivated personal 
development candidates, including any combination of:

    Curious Explorers
    Ambitious Entrepreneurs
    Functional Aspergians
    Military Veterans

    Wounded Warriors
    Christian Storytellers
    Noble Fathers
    Fatherless Champions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FiLo3sZj08
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09 case study

Gregory Garth Hardin
“I was born November 20, 1964, in the town of Kailua on the island of 
Oahu, Hawaii. In elementary school, I was exposed to rappelling, flying 
in single-engine aircraft, camping n backpacking, and snorkeling/spear-
fishing as pops was Commander of the first SAR Squadron in the state of 
Hawaii, a diver and skilled single-engine pilot. By junior high, I was com-
pletely and solely committed to surfing. Simultaneously, as a caucasian of 
a slight build, I was the target of intense prejudice and aggression by local 
Hawaiians. Fights were frequent but I ran from many a large opponent. At 
19, I enlisted in the Army National Guard as an infantry artilleryman For-
ward Observer, 487th Batallion, Ft Ruger Diamond Head, Oahu.”

“My family and I were completely un-self-aware and individually, 
we all struggled with self-worth, phobias, and a challenged M.O. of 
perception .. and had no idea we were and did! There was no cog-
nizance of the ‘why’ behind the what of our personalities ‘internals’. 
Resultingly, I lived over half my life completely unaware of what I 
was doing(self-sabotage) and why I was doing it.”

Life Before

“Scotomaville causes an individual to connect their emotions, be-
liefs, habits, and behaviors to the false roots - F.E.A.R. .. false 
evidence appearing real aka “the why”, aka “the triggers”. I am 
capable of seeing things how things actually are instead of how I 
am - wounded and compromised. I know my self-worth and that it’s 
ok to ask for lots of help. I’m significantly self-aware. Becoming so 
doesn’t and can’t happen by one’s self. I understand that the great-
est gift I can give ANYONE .. is a HEALTHY me.”

My Experience

“Our psychological blind spots or scotomas explained and re-
vealed as they are in this material, stress the importance of our 
subconscious and its’ role in breaking out of detrimental habits and 
behaviors that we aren’t aware we have, and are the result of trau-
ma and PTSD from abuse or injury in military service or otherwise. 
I now am capable of examining my interpretations, moment-to-mo-
ment emotions, beliefs, and intended actions .. BEFORE I act.  
I’m LEAVING SCOTOMAVILLE!”

Outcomes

https://youtu.be/Q2emAm7IhmE
https://www.youtube.com/user/MrGarthHardin
https://www.youtube.com/user/MrGarthHardin
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10 better outcomes
We can’t create the opportunities that present themselves to us, but we can prepare in 
advance by seeing challenges not as obstacles, but as stepping stones to our Personal 
Everest. In this way we leverage experiences to make better choices to the summit.

Self-awareness
Social Awareness
Popular vs. Accurate Narrative 
Conversational Implicature 
Modern Blind Spots 
World Views & Walled Gardens 
Dominant Cognitive Biases 
Root Causes of Amygdala Hyjackings 
Personal Strengths & Coping Mechanisms 
Gut Wellness, Addictions, Nutrition, Sleep 
Inflammation and the Brain/Gut Connection 
Mental Clutter and Environmental Noise 
Situation Awareness and Risk Assessment

Self-talk, Emotional Focus and Safe-guards 
Household Chores, Repair and Maintenance 
Journaling and Expedition Sharing 
Trip Planning, Resource Management 
Milestone Sharing and Celebration 
Recognizing Abundance and Opportunity 
Consistant Maturation not simply Aging 
Stress and Toxin Reduction 
Listening Between the Words and Narrative 
Developing an Abundant World View 

Why I Do What I Do 
Habit Transformation 
Responsibility for Choices and Outcomes
Self-reflection Video Modeling
Accountability and Knowledge Sharing 
Video Journaling and Production 
Self-talk, Storytelling and Narratives 
AI Recommenders and Corpus Building 
Gamification, Strategy, and Adaptation 
Formation Flying and Leadership 
Information Triangulation, Critical Thinking 
Digital Tools and Information Risks

Recognizing and Listening to Others 
Affirmation of Others that are Struggling
Ongoing Flag Signing Invitation to Others 
Ongoing Book and Video Creation 
Job Skills, Leadership and Stability 
Financial Stability and Credit Worthyness
Family and Community Engagement 
Contribution and Legacy Building 
Life-skills and Relational Harmony

Awareness

Discipline

Understanding

Cultivation

https://youtu.be/dL-14uhcGZQ
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11 Thirty Videos.Chapters.Worksheets + Fifteen Reflection Videos

Fifteen videos (~4hr) 
covering the mental tools and 
insights I rely on as an explor-

er, entrepreneur, successful 
father and husband.

mental tools
Fifteen episodes (~5.5hr) 

demonstrating the tools in-use, 
including failures, delays, set-

backs and personal growth go-
ing from homeless to hilltop.

reflections
Fifteen videos (~4 hrs)  
looking back at the first 
volume, presenting in-

sights, how-to details, and 
noting progress that you 

can mimic.

expedition
Your Scotomas  |  11:19
Pattern Recognition  |  10:16
Misperception  |  5:26
Scarcity  |  17:04
Abundance  |  15:21
Heiroglyphics  |  16:48
Onion Peeling  |  19:31
Fixation  |  24:49
Emotional Vocabulary  |  18:56
Creating Silence  |  13:00
Feed Your Gut  |  13:51
It Needs Work  |  12:36
Strengths Offender  |  19:44
Triangulation  |  18:31
Curves  |  15:38

Seque  |  15:37 
Prelude  |  9:15
Persistence  |  24:04
Process  |  21:37
Expectations  |  21:22
Patience  |  20:33
Preparation  |  24:37
Setbacks  |  19:27
Strategy 1  |  21:41
Strategy 2  |  20:51
Subtleties  |  24:47
Squalls  |  22:00
Satisfaction  |  22:57
Self Care  |  29:23
Stories  |  25:26

Prologue Reflection  |  15:42 
Scotoma Reflection  |  11:22
Pattern Recognition Reflection  |  23:32
Misperception Reflection  |  14:47
Scarcity Reflection  |  16:14
Abundance Reflection  |  18:59
Heiroglyphics Reflection  |  10:12
Onion Peeling Reflection  |  12:57
Fixation Reflection  |  8:35
Emotional Vocabulary Reflection  |  12:33
Creating Silence Reflection  |  13:00
Feed Your Gut Reflection  |  19:59
It Needs Work Reflection  |  13:29
Strengths Offender Reflection  |  15:31
Triangulation Reflection  |  18:19
Curves Reflection  |  12:27

https://scotomaville.com/the-book
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Coursework

The three-facet learning model proven effective in community development is emphasized 
in the Scotomaville online platform and support system. Participants watch the video epi-
sode, answer questions in the workbook, then post insights online, interact with other partic-
ipants by reviewing topic threads, and attending streamed group meetings, and local meet-
ups. Participants can ask questions and gain feedback from each other, and communicate 
with the author through private support ticketing and topical discussions.

Participants document their self-defined jour-
ney, reviewing progress while creating video 
and/or text of milestones. By sharing por-
tions of their work, they demonstrate aware-
ness and understanding. They also build 
community belonging and value with feed-
back from other participants.

The final impartation facet is marked by an 
awareness of maturity, and an abundance of 
opportunities to make a difference for others. 
An outreach begins that supports others in 
their sphere of influence, healing relation-
ships and fostering wellness and longevity. 
This is observable in the content of the video 
series and the journies taken by the author.

We Do, We Watch
02

You Do, I Watch
03

I Do, You Watch
01

https://scotomaville.com/prologue/prologue-demo
https://scotomaville.com/prologue/prologue-demo
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13 Participation
ONLINE Training 12 months w/weekly zoom meetings
  [$150-$250 monthly fee per client]

ONLINE Training 6 months w/weekly zoom meetings 
  [$350-$500 monthly fee per client]

IN-PERSON 9 Month Training
Meet In-Person twice a month in the Gorge OR
Online Training 6 months w/weekly zoom meetings  
  [$500-$750 monthly fee per client]

IN-PERSON 6 Month Training
Meet In-Person twice a month in the Gorge OR
Online Training 6 months w/weekly zoom meetings 
  [$750-$1000 monthly fee per client]

IN-PERSON 14 Day Retreat 
  includes Lodging/Meals/Training 
  [$4600 fee per client]
  (lodging $1400 + meals $700 + training $2500)

IN-PERSON 7 Day Retreat 
  includes Lodging/Meals/Training 
  [$3550 fee per client]
  (lodging $700 + meals $350 + training $2500) 

You can communicate with Daniel or Angelina in several ways:
 
Text: Daniel @ (210) 557-4779 
Email Daniel: daniel@scotomaville.com 
https://scotomaville.com/contact 
 
Text: Angelina @ (440) 480-4740 
Email Angelina: Angelina@WellnessbyChoice.com 
LinkedIn.com/in/angelinamusik

Contact us
ONLINE Retreat Follow-up / Support / Training
   6 months w/weekly zoom meetings 
   [$350-$500 monthly fee per client]
     -or-
   12 months w/weekly zoom meetings
   [$150-$250 monthly fee per client]

https://youtu.be/sIx7n4Z0Ino
mailto:daniel@scotomaville.com
https://scotomaville.com/contact
mailto:Angelina@WellnessbyChoice.com
https://LinkedIn.com/in/angelinamusik

